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great part to Peter's quietly compe-
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-

recently ex-

tent efforts to keep the enterprise on
track and aimed at the big leagues.

chooses, the irony is still terrible,
and painful: just as we at Technol-

But Peter was an enormous asset

ogy Review were rejoicing the ar-

to Technology Review not only as a

rival of R. Bruce Journey, our new

professional; his decency, thought-

publisher, we began mourning the

fulness, and easygoing style helped
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rapid succession of events and staggered by the trauma
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of it all, we try to console ourselves in that his suffering
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While seeking to purchase a home in
Arizona, a realtor warned us against
moving to a house too near the Salt
River Project power lines. After I
informed her that electromagnetic fields
(EMFs) pose no known risk, she said her
customers believe that they do and property values around the power lines subsequently are lower!
The real shame is that other environmental factors have adverse health
effects. But as the article's conclusion
pointed out, the safe political position
will be to fund more pointless studies
on electromagnetic radiation and thus
soak up the precious little funding available for more worthwhile studies.
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I just turned 70. One great thing about
living longer is the perspective it provides on history. In the 1930s, I remember reading claims that EMFs had special healing and curative powers.
Decades later, EMFs were blamed for
causing cancer. What a difference half
a century can make!
Today we know that both views are
wrong. The interesting thing is what
these episodes tell us about ourselves:
generally upbeat on technology then,
downbeat now.
HOMER B. TILTON
Pima Community College
Tucson, Ariz.
As an engineer working on electric
power, I enjoyed Palfreman's research
into magnetic fields and was reminded
that everything in life has tradeoffs. Palfreman discusses the actuarial statistics of
busing students away from power lines.
Just getting on and off the bus-leaving
aside the risks of traveling in it-is more
dangerous than living near power lines.

In 1991, I represented the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Energy Policy Committee on a cable TV
panel discussion entitled "Cheap, Clean
Energy-Are
You Kidding?" My copanelists included a representative from
the local electric utility and two representatives from the Pennsylvania Energy
Commission. When asked about the
dangers of electric blankets, I observed
that the alleged danger from magnetic
fields was less than the mental anguish
of worrying about the fields. If the blanket's warmth lets you sleep, turn on the
blanket. If you are concerned enough
about the blanket that you can't sleep,
turn it off.
MARK LlVELY
Gaithersburg, Md.
Palfreman claims that scientific research has yielded "no convincing evidence that magnetic fields produced by
electric power lines cause adverse
health effects." In so stating, he dismisses 50 epidemiological
studies of
the power-line health hazard that have
appeared in peer-reviewed medical literature without accurately reporting
their findings.
Readers who tap into the database of
the National Library of Medicine in
Bethesda, Md., will find that nine of the
eleven childhood residential studies of the
power-line hazard that have been conducted since 1979 show that children
who live in homes close to high-voltage
or high-current power lines giving off
strong magnetic fields develop leukemia
more often than children who do not live
in such homes. Six of the eleven studies
show that children living near power lines
develop brain cancer more often than
other children The cancer ratios in the
nine positive studies show that the risk
of malignancy among children more
heavily exposed to power lines is two to
three times greater than that of lessexposed children. The American Journal
of Epidemiology published five of these
studies while the British Medical Journal
printed two.
Thirty of the forty occupational studies available in the National Library of
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LEITERS

Medicine show that workers exposed to
electromagnetic
fields (EMFs) on the
job-power and telephone line repairers,
cable splicers, electricians, electrical engineers, and electric railway workersexperience a statistically significant
increased risk of developing leukemia,
brain cancer, and other malignancies
compared with less-exposed workers.
Almost all these studies have been
published in leading medical journals,
including the American Journal of Epidemiology, the New England Journal of
Medicine, the Lancet, and the American
Journal of Industrial Medicine. Thus,
a clear preponderance
of the peer-reviewed epidemiological evidence indicts
EMFs as a cause or promoter of cancer.
Palfreman declares that a 1994 study of
Canadian workers "found a small association with leukemia." In fact, this study of
223,000 electric-utility workers showed
that those with greater-than-average cumulative exposure to EMFs were more than
three rimes more likely to develop acute
myeloid leukemia than their less-exposed
colleagues. Moreover, in a group of
31,503 Ontario Hydro workers who were
followed after retirement, those workers
with greater-than-average
cumulative
exposure were found to develop acute
myeloid leukemia at a rate almost 38 times
greater than their less-exposed colleagues.
The author then refers to "another
study by David Savitz and his colleagues
at the University of North Carolina
[that] found no link with leukemia but
a small as ociation with brain cancer."
Actually, a Savitz study of 138,905 men
employed by five U.S. power companies
found more than twice the risk of
leukemia in electricians with more than
20 years' work and nearly twice the risk
of brain cancer among all workers with
5-20 years of employment.
Palfreman fails to provide the findings of an I l-member committee of the
National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP), whose unanimous con-

elusions received prominent attention
in the August 18, 1995, issue of Science. Upon examining the same studies that Pal£reman did, the committee
declared that exposure to power-line
magnetic fields on the order of two milligauss is clearly linked to childhood
cancer, and that exposure to EMFs on
the job is associated with an increased
incidence of leukemia and brain cancer
in adults.
Regarding the existence of a plausible
mechanism by which EMFs can cause or
promote cancer, they cited studies showing changes in cell growth-related
enzymes that are "consistent with actions
of chemical cancer promoters."
They
also cited studies showing that the natural defense response of T-lymphocytes
taken from the immune systems of mice
is reduced by exposure to extra-low frequency EMFs. As a result, they recommended that:
"1. New day-care centers, schools,
and playgrounds should not be built
where ambient 60 Hz magnetic fields
exceed two milligauss.
"2. ew housing should not be built
under existing high-voltage transmission
lines or in such close proximity to these
lines that measured ambient field levels
would exceed two milligauss for periods longer than two hours daily.
"3. New transmission and distribution lines should not be built in locations
where they would produce fields exceeding two milligauss in existing housing."

The correlations between elevated exposure to EMFs and adverse health effects
may be just "statistical noise." However,
the links might also be screams barely
discernible in a cacophony of multifaceted epidemics of degenerative diseases. Thus, it is absurd-no,
irresponsible-for Palfreman to suggest that we
close the book on this matter.
The American Physical Society's 1995
conclusion that magnetic fields pose no
risk is scant reason for comfort. It would
be helpful for my peace of mind, or at
least grudging acceptance, if there were
solid explanations for the current high
rates of ailments like cancers and
immune and nervous system disorders.
The honest admit much is unknown, and
something is amiss. Technocrats typically
claim such patterns are in no way related
to pollution, be it magnetic or chemical
or synergistic. Unfortunately, their denial
is rarely accompanied by an alternative
explanation. So they have failed to convince me that technology has no remaining hidden edges.
While the 1992 Swedish study that
linked power lines with childhood
leukemia was accused of "multiple comparisons fallacy," I do not believe this
renders the study invalid. In light of the
study's conclusion, Sweden has implemented major reductions in exposure
guidelines for workplaces involving specific products such as computers.
If Palfreman were to decide policy, all
such "phantom"
risks would be discounted. Technology must remain on trial
to ensure its safest and most judicial use.
LEIF JOSLYN

Arcata, Calif.

PAUL BRODEUR

orth Truro, Mass.

As an architect, I counsel planners, design-

Brodeur, a staff writer for the New
Yorker, is the author of two booksCurrents of Death and The Great Power
Line Cover Up-on
the alleged effects
ofEMFs.

ers, and administrators to consider and
compensate for the possible risk of exposure to EMFs. In the future, it may be
acceptably proven that a causal EMF-eancer link does not exist. I would then most
happily apologize to those prudent plan-
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